
Chat Transcript – SSR2 Meeting #36 – 05JUL18 @ 15:00 UTC 

Yvette Guigneaux: (7/5/2018 06:50) Hi All - Welcome to the SSR2 Review Team Plenary Meeting #36 | 
Thursday, 05 July 2018 @ 15:00 UTC!  
Yvette Guigneaux: (06:50) **If you are not speaking - please mute your phones/ computer speakers - 
star 6 (*6) to unmute - thank you. 
 
  Kaveh Ranjbar: (07:55) Hello everyone 

  Denise: (07:56) Hi everyone 

  Kaveh Ranjbar: (07:56) May I ask why the room has a passcode? is this a new policy from ICANN Org.? 

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (07:56) Hello Everyone  

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (07:56) Good Evening 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:56) Hi Kaveh, good day - yes it is - new security measure 

  Kaveh Ranjbar: (07:57) Thank you and good day to you :) 

  Kaveh Ranjbar: (07:58) Was this cleared with the chairs? I think this might have an effect on observers. 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (07:59) I'm not sure if it was cleared with the chairs 

  Kaveh Ranjbar: (07:59) Thank you very much. 

  Laurin: (08:01) Hi all 

  Denise: (08:02) Hi.We're giving people couple more minutes to join 

  Denise: (08:02) including Phil who has a big part of the agenda 

  Denise: (08:04) @Staff could u pls display the agenda 

  Kerry Ann: (08:05) hi just checking on audio 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (08:05) can't hear you Kerry-Ann 

  Kerry Ann: (08:07) its fine i wasnt hearing but now i am 

  Steve Conte: (08:07) Boban just emailed saying that he's trying to get into Adobe 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (08:08) yes 

  Laurin: (08:08) Yes, loudly!  

  Boban: (08:09) Hi all, Got it! sorry for being late... 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (08:15) Hi Boban - welcome 

  Zarko Kecic: (08:20) Sorry, I was stuck in traffic 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (08:21) Hi Zarko - no worries, welcome 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (08:30) yes 

  Kerry Ann: (08:33) ok  

  Boban: (08:37) Hi all, Unfortunately I have to leave the conference call in the next few minutes. 



  Boban: (08:37) Some thoughts from my side: First of all I would like to thank Denise and Eric for picking 

up the task again. I suggest we keep the co-chair construct with Denise and Eric for now and definitely 

until the next F2F meeting. Then we should decide together whether the structure should still make 

sense or not. And if not, then we will just establish a new structure and hopefully find volunteers  ;-)  

  Boban: (08:37) Talk to you next week Phil! 

  Laurin: (08:39) Agree with Boban; it will be easier to deal with these matters in person.  

  Boban: (08:39) And at last; I am okay with the rotation of times and prefer Tuesday ;-) 

  Norm Ritchie: (08:39) +1 

  Boban: (08:39) bye all 

  Kerry Ann: (08:39) +1 and bye Boban 

  Norm Ritchie: (08:39) +1 to previous comment :) 

  Denise: (08:40) Bye. Thanks Boban 

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (08:41) +1 

  Norm Ritchie: (08:42) +1 

  Kerry Ann: (08:46) i think in the interviews since everyone isnt on the call 

  Laurin: (08:46) +1  

  Kerry Ann: (08:46) phil are you abme to see the chat? 

  Norm Ritchie: (08:49) +1 for denise and eric 

  Naveed: (08:50) agreed 

  Zarko Kecic: (08:50) agree 

  Laurin: (08:50) agree 

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (08:50) agreed 

  Kerry Ann: (08:50) agreed 

  Yvette Guigneaux: (08:55) Hand up from Kerry-Ann 

  Naveed: (08:55) My request would be to fix this as soon as possible, as travel arrangmentts need to be 

made 

  Laurin: (08:56) Personally, I am okay with either location. Agree with Naveed on getting this done.  

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (08:56) +1 Naveed 

  Norm Ritchie: (08:56) Is travel to the US problematic for anyone?  

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (08:57) i have no problem to travel US 

  Denise: (08:57) 11 out of 18 are within 6-7 hour flight of DC 

  Naveed: (08:58) I have no problem travelling to the US if the dates are 22-24 Aug 



  Norm Ritchie: (08:58) I mean wrt immigation 

  Denise: (08:58) or less 

  Laurin: (08:59) Next ICANN is in Europe, that may be worth considering?  

  Naveed: (08:59) I am from Middle East and South Asia, Have already a US visa and no issue of travelling 

distance as long as datess are before 26 Aug 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:00) I am good with either location but would prefer Brussels 

  Denise: (09:01) @ Laurin + 1. We could do US in Aug and Barcelona for nxt mtg around ICANN meeting.  

  Denise: (09:01) (just a suggestions) 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:01) good point 

  Zarko Kecic: (09:02) I would prefer Montreal but is not on the list. I am ok with both prposed. 

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (09:02) +1 Denise 

  Scott: (09:02) +1 for US and next meeting in Barcelona   

  Kerry Ann: (09:02) agreed with Denise +1 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:03) Agree that ICANN should have an office in Canada! 

  Kerry Ann: (09:03) lol @Norm 

  Denise: (09:03) + 1 Canada! 

  Laurin: (09:03) @Norm, Canada would be nice. ;)  

  Laurin: (09:05) I am happy with both, Tuesdays and Thursdays. 

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (09:05) I need minimun 20 working days to apply and get VISA so plz decide 

respectively 

  Laurin: (09:05) Timing rotation seems fair.  

  Alice Jansen: (09:06) If you need a letter of invitation for visa procedures, please let us know at ssr2-

staff@icann.org by 23:59 UTC - tomorrow (6 July). 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:06) Tuesday at 13:00 UTC is not good for me 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:06) thursday works at any time 

  Kerry Ann: (09:06) yes 

  Laurin: (09:06) Agree with weekly, cancelling later is easier. 

  Scott: (09:07) agree 

  Naveed: (09:09) Got to leave now. Thanks and buy everyone 

  Kerry Ann: (09:09) thanks everyone 

  Kerry Ann: (09:09) thanks Phil  

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (09:09) thank you very much everyone 
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  Kerry Ann: (09:09) bye everyone  

  Zarko Kecic: (09:09) Thank you 

  Zarko Kecic: (09:09) bye 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:09) thanks Phil, denise and all 

  Denise: (09:09) Thanks all. Please take these items to the email list 

  Laurin: (09:10) thanks! 

 


